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NATO Weapons to Al Qaeda Near Damascus, Seized
by Government Forces
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NATO weapons (Made in the UK) in possession of terrorists from al-Qaeda group were found
and seized by a Syrian Arab Army unit in Damascus Countryside.

The  first  truck  loaded  with  weapons,  described  as  the  smaller  one,  had  a  full  arsenal  of
missiles and munition made in UK and hidden under boxes of vegetables. It was coming
from Daraa city in the south where the SAA is fighting a fierce battle against a new wave of
terrorists attacks re-enforced from Jordan.

SAA Seizes 2 Shipments of NATO Weapons to Al Qaeda Near Damascus

The second truck heading to Kiswa city south of the Syrian capital Damascus loaded with
automatic machine guns, firearms, and live munitions. The arsenal was boxed and wrapped
with aluminum foils to avoid detection by the SAA checkpoints.

This shipment of weapons was shipped the same time the NATO sponsored terrorists of FSA
blew up civilian buses in the heart of Damascus killing scores of mostly Iraqi pilgrims on a
religious visit to shrines in Bab Sgheir cemetery in the old famous Shaghour neighborhood.
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It’s of no surprise the NATO’s full engagement arming terrorists fighting to destroy Syria and
turn it into a failed state, similar to their previous ‘achieved goals’ in Libya and Iraq and
elsewhere. The timing however might be surprising to the Russian leadership which keeps
falling in the same trap time and again trying to struck deals with their ‘Western partners’
and the Erdogan regime in NATO member state Erdoganstan (formerly Turkey).
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